CUSHMAN Electric Golfsters,
chosen for luxurious
Mountain Shadows Country Club
in Scottsdale, Arizona

Perhaps no golf course in America has a more spectacular setting than this luxurious layout in Paradise Valley. With famed Camelback Mountain as a backdrop, it is a green and flowery oasis amid the majestic setting of the desert. A championship short course, it is 2,655 yards long and has a par of 56. Two acres of man-made lakes, a waterfall and a winding stream sparkle in the sun, while the traps are filled with brilliant white sand imported from Capistrano. Adjoining the course is the fabulous Mountain Shadows resort hotel.

"We chose Cushman Electric Golfsters for the Mountain Shadows fleet because they measure up in every way to the surroundings, and because of the fine experience I have had with 60 Cushman Electric Golfsters at the Edgewater Country Club in Chicago," says Pro Al Demaret. "Our members and guests here at Mountain Shadows have been very pleased with their comfort, quiet operation, and over-all performance."

Associate Pro Jimmy Cotter is shown at left with part of the club fleet of 20 Cushman Electric Golfsters.

Famous CUSHMAN,
Gasoline Golfster.

Unlimited range, unmatched quiet.
Now you can save $100.00 by ordering a model 2500 AutoMAC two-car battery charger instead of two one-car units.

The new 2-car 36-volt model, like all AutoMACs, is fully automatic. Just plug it in, turn it on, and forget it. Shuts off automatically. Charges one or two cars at a time for maximum service and greater rental profits.

Single car units also available. For complete information on both AutoMAC Chargers, contact your golf car manufacturer, or Motor Appliance today.

Dave Foley, formerly asst. to Joe Capello at Aronomink CC, named pro at new General Washington CC, Norristown, Pa. . . . Ben Mantell is supt. at the course designed by Wm. F. Mitchell . . . Mal Galletta, Jr., who will be 21 this year, is pro at Tam O’Shanter G&CC, Brookville, L.I., N.Y., which will open in June . . . Galletta, sr., former North and South Amateur champion, is Tam’s golf director . . . Doug Ford is the club’s touring pro.

Half of the Palm Springs high school six-kid golf team are sons of Claude Harmon, pro at Thunderbird in the winter and Winged Foot in the summer . . .

LOWER SCORES and DEVELOP accurate, straighter DRIVES

with America's Finest GOLF PRACTICE NET Developed in 1954 INSIDE or OUTSIDE it's easy to set up.

SHOCK ABSORBENT pad made of U. S. Rubber Co.'s ENSOLITE

$98.00 F.O.B. factory complete with:

Backdrop 8'x9'
Ensolite Pad 4'x6'
Side Nets 8'x9'

Only $69.50 F.O.B. without Side Nets

Long-lasting tough expanded cellular plastic pad is sewed to heavy duck and designed to withstand the terrific impact of high velocity drives. Send order, check or Money Order to:

SOUTH BEND PRODUCT SALES
14223 Mishawaka Ave., South Bend, Ind.
Sturdy, lightweight Men-E-Uses Golf Scooters offer more profitable fleet operation at smaller investment

Now you can build greater club income and improve golfing enjoyment with a fleet of these smart, new low-cost golf scooters. Rental fees of these “Men-E-Uses” Golf Scooters pay for them in a surprisingly short time, then continue to provide a healthy, dependable income for your club. For instance you can buy 3 to 4 times as many “Men-E-Uses” Golf Scooters, cut your rental rate in half, and realize a 50 to 100 per cent return on the same investment.

Players like Men-E-Uses Golf Scooters for many reasons. They like the quiet operation, the way it takes them up steep slopes and rolls smoothly through the rough. Equipped with foot starter, two speed transmission, automatic brake, and safe “Accentrifork” steering with speeds up to 10 m.p.h. Ideal for scores of other uses including pulling lawn mowers, leaf sweepers, hauling rubbish or over the road use. Write NOW for prices and further details.
The Harmon brothers who've made the team are Claude, jr. (Butch), Craig and Dick . . . Ernest Augustin now in his 46th year as supt., White Lake CC, Whitehall, Mich. . . . Jim Murray, sports columnist, Los Angeles Times, says to put on the Los Angeles Open required 50,000 man hours of 300 Jaycee members.

Midwest Regional Turf Conference at Purdue university observed its 25th anniversary with attendance approximately 600 . . . The conference, started in 1937 by M. L. Clevett of Purdue's athletic dept. and George Scarseth of the university's agronomy dept., became a tremendously valuable factor in golf turf improvement in the Midwest.

Start building 18 for Pennsylvania State university to plans of James G. Harrison this summer . . . Harrison also has designed second 9 for Latrobe (Pa.) CC where Deac Palmer, Arnold's father, is pro . . . Another new Harrison job is course of Lakeview CC, Morgantown, W. Va. . . . Harrison also is architect for 36 for Quama Springs CC.

Average age of members of Club Man-
(Continued on page 138)

Par Golfer/Trim Golfer
Slacks by DiFin

PAR GOLFER SLACKS: 55% Dacron Polyester and 45% Rayon. 17 Colors. Half Belt . . . $14.95

TRIM GOLFER SLACKS: 70% Dacron Polyester and 30% Wool. Tapered Half Belt and One Pleat . . $18.75

CONVERTIBLE MODEL. Perfect for Golf and Dress Wear. Domestic, Imported and Forstmann Fabrics. Full Belt . . . . . . . . . . $22.95 to $37.50

MEN'S BERMUDA SHORTS . . . . . . . . from $10.95

See our attractive selection of "Lady Golfer" Bermuda Shorts, featuring distinctive man-tailored styles for active golfing . . . . $9.95 up

DiFin Originals, Inc.
18 West 20th Street, New York 11, N. Y.
"Tailored to Perfection for Comfort in Action"
"Con-Voy RENTAL CARTS
... the best in the business
and the most trouble-free!"
says JOHN HOETMER

Why waste time, money
and space on cart storage,
when you and your club can
earn a healthy profit with a Con-
Voy Rental Fleet! Get started on a
successful plan with Con-Voy . . .
the specially designed rental cart.
Send the coupon below for com-
plete information plus ren-
tal plans used by top clubs.

"When I decided to
buy 100 new rental
carts last spring, Con-Voy
was my choice. Their low
maintenance cost and good
acceptance by members
make them the best brand in
the business."

JOHN HOETMER, Golf Pro
Sand Point Country Club
Seattle, Washington
Gary and Jimmy personally developed the 1962 lines of clubs. They incorporate the best ideas of two of the greatest golfers of all times and are custom built to any specifications prescribed by your golf professional at no extra cost.

Every club in a set feels and swings exactly alike. Think what a set of these superb custom built clubs can do to increase your pleasure in your game and to lower your score!

*Irons, $18.00 Each. Woods, $26.00 Each.

"GREATEST SUCCESS IN GOLF BALL HISTORY"

The First Flight ball has a perfectly round steel center positioned exactly in the center of the ball. This serves as a stabilizer, helps the ball spin smoothly through the air, resulting in greater distance, greater accuracy and more holes-in-one.

SOLD ONLY IN PRO SHOPS Fitted by your golf professional

First Flight COMPANY
Chattanooga 5, Tennessee
New Club Looks At Itself; Eases Diseases of Infancy

This Midwestern club, off to an uncertain start, has re-examined its program and is getting straightened out

Many new golf clubs find that the honeymoon is over within the first few months after course construction is started. There are unexpected difficulties and expenses in course construction. That's the way it often is with building a new house. With a golf course and clubhouse, the situation is worse because there are so many more people in the act. The experienced person expects the unexpected in new club building, but how many qualify as "experienced?" One new club generally is enough for anybody.

In recent years, just as during the big building period of the late '20s, golf operations promoted by promoters who hope to find a substitute for money that they lack, disclosed that there simply isn't any substitute.

And, as in the '20s, new club building that has been rushed into without carefully considered, clearly foresighted and expertly checked budgeting is doomed to run into considerable unnecessary trouble. Why, for instance, anybody with the business brains of a child running a lemonade stand wouldn't look at some of the fancy club promotions and see plainly the ruination in "life" memberships that has no continuing revenue for the club's operation, is hard to understand.

What Is Wrong

Examination of the cases of a number of clubs that have had serious diseases of infancy shows that they have not suffered primarily because of any slight and temporary slump in business conditions in their areas but because of:

1. Inadequate planning of the revenue, expense and building programs.

2. Lack of ordinary foresight.

3. Failure to keep all members frequently informed of the programs in course, clubhouse, membership, etc.

4. Influential members not taking active interest in the growing club's progress due to not being told how the operation stands.

5. Neglecting to budget money for equipment, supplies and labor to get the club developing between time construction is finished and the enterprise can be considered soundly established.

6. Letdown in membership campaigning after first flush of enthusiasm vanishes and the "hard sell" is needed.

The fact that golf clubs survive these mistakes shows the innate strength of golf clubs as a business. Flagrant errors, made deliberately or accidentally by hit-and-run
You have to know your assets and liabilities in order to start making intelligent plans.

promoters who want to get rich quick from golf, have accounted for the very few flops made in new club promotion in the past three years. The golf club business picture has been infinitely better during the current big building stretch than it was in the late ‘20s and the early ‘30s.

However, there are cases in which appraisals of new club situations, revisions of programs and energetic action are urgently required to make the club healthy.

One of these cases was that of a Mid-west club which has one of the finest courses in its section of the country, an attractive and practical new clubhouse, and a fairly well balanced membership, although like many top class clubs, the average age of members probably was high.

The older club of the community is a pleasant one with low costs as might be expected in the operations of a club that was established more than a half century ago. The community is solid financially and steadily developing. It needs two good golf clubs, especially with the new one being far across the growing city from the first one.

Social Differences

As almost always can be expected when a new club is born in a moderate-sized city, there will be social differences — not downright animosities or jealousies but something less than ardent brotherly and sisterly love.

We have noticed this regrettable factor in numerous cases of newer clubs. The attitude of older members of the older clubs sometimes seems to be based on immutable conservatism rather than fear of competition. The younger people think of the new club as a sign the community is growing. If they are eager to join the new club but can’t afford it they see to it that the older club modernizes. Then everybody wins.

In this particular case the new club, having as its founding fathers prominent business elements of the community, was not growing as fast as other interests in which the executives were interested. So they and some of their bright younger staff men appraised the club situation after consulting men experienced in golf club business and came up with the following report.

For diplomatic reasons identifying names have been deleted but that doesn’t reduce value of the report to a great many new — and older — golf clubs.

Club Looks At Itself

The report begins:

The report begins:

In just four years of operations, — has acquired and built:

1. A Golf Course Worth $526,955.
   $510,000 was subscribed on a no-interest basis by 21 members who will eventually be reimbursed from the sale of real estate.

   Seventeen sponsors loaned $191,500 for construction of the clubhouse. This sum, repayable from the sale of memberships, has been reduced by $44,755. Fifty-six persons subscribed to $56,500 of 5% debentures to provide the furnishings, a parking lot, and clubhouse landscaping.

3. A Pro Shop Costing $24,612.

4. A Residential Area of 97 Lots, 25 of Which Have Been Sold to Date.

In total, we have $827,762 worth of superb facilities — equal to $5,490 per member and toward which the average member has paid in membership fees and assessments, $1,675.

We plan to add . . .

1. A Swimming Pool.

A committee has undertaken to raise the funds required for construction. The project is scheduled for completion in the spring of 1962 and operating costs will be added to yearly dues.

2. Tennis Courts, Rifle Range or Other Facilities.

None of these will be constructed unless and until sufficient capital is raised and the board of directors has determined that operating costs can be absorbed.

How Well Do We Manage What We Have?

1. We Pay Lower Dues than most of the clubs reporting their statistics. The average is $466 compared to our $360 (excluding tax).

2. But We Have Fewer Regular Members . . .
Matched Sets and Carryalls

truly the finest...

bags bearing the famous Tufhorse label have stood for the exceptional in quality and craftsmanship for over 40 years. Tufhorse bags are sold only through pros, marketed exclusively by Dunlop.

*Remember, it isn't a Tufhorse-Dunlop bag unless it bears the above Trademark.

DUNLOP TIRE AND RUBBER CORP. Sporting Goods Division 500 Fifth Avenue New York 36, N. Y.

Made by DES MOINES GLOVE & MFG. CO., Des Moines, Iowa

April, 1962
What exactly has to be done to put the club on a paying basis and insure long range success?

The average number is 275. We have 130.

3. And We Spend Less Per Member.
   In the bar we spend $240 compared with an Association club average of $263.
   In the dining room we spend $418 compared with an average of $425.

4. We Maintain Our Course Almost As Cheaply . . .
   In 1960, actual costs at our club were $56,136, which for a new club compares favorably with the average of $55,318.

5. We Are Not Alone in Making Assessments . . .
   Of 58 clubs reporting, more than half, 34, had assessments in 1960.

6. And Our Total Annual Expense Per Member Is Less Than The Average.
   The District average in 1960 was $1,134.00. The 1960 average per our club member was $1,253.00 — but, since two-thirds of the dining room and bar revenue come from members’ parties, the real average per member was $824.00.
   $432.00 in dues.
   80.00 in the bar.
   137.00 in the dining room.
   175.00 in assessments.
   $824.00 (or $69 per month)

   Since we have fewer members, the operating costs per member are higher than at most other clubs.

   The 1959 net operating cost per regular member of 50 club clients of Harris, Kerr Forster, golf club accountants, was $288. Our 1961 cost was $648.
   Those 50 clubs had an average balance available for capital uses of $37 per member. We will have a deficit of $288.

   In total, our net operating loss in 1961 was approximately $9,926. This compares with a 1960 net gain of $24,087 and is caused, among other factors, by an increase in the costs of electricity, taxes, and interest, by the deficit incurred in dining room operations, and by a decline in supplemental income for which the 1961 assessment did not entirely compensate.

Four Out of Five Major Problems Are Now Being Solved . . .

1. We Have Clearly Defined the Duties and Responsibilities of the Clubhouse Manager.
   These will be mailed to each member and posted in the clubhouse.
   While the clubhouse manager, the pro, and the course supt. will continue to operate separately under the direction of the board, their activities will be coordinated on a planned basis.
   A plan of operation, including a financial forecast, a budget and a listing of definite goals, will guide the clubhouse manager and he will be held accountable for obtaining the results so detailed.

2. We Have Reaffirmed the Policy That This Is A Private Club.
   The “rule of three” (that no local non-member resident of the area may be a guest on the golf course more than three times in any one year) will be more strictly enforced. This enforcement is the responsibility of the club manager, pro and every member.
   Each member with a local guest must play with that guest.

3. We have made certain that outside events will not conflict with members’ enjoyment and use of the club and course.

4. We have taken steps to improve the direction of operating departments of the club.

The Fifth Problem Is The Big One

1. We Don’t Have Enough Members . . .
   Right now we have 175 — including 121 resident members, six less than we had in August, 1960.

2. And, While We Are Doing Something about it . . .
   New regular members will be exempt from all assessments for three years from date of acceptance.
   No assessments will be levied on Junior or non-resident members.
   The age limit for Junior Members has been raised to 35 years from the previous limit of 31. This should encourage joining by more young people.
   Time payment plans without interest (Continued on page 114)